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This paper establishes the ascent method for solving abstract Cauchy problems 
that involve the wave and Euler-Poisson-Darboux equations. The solutions are 
expressed in terms of convolutions of a sum of group operators acting on the data. 
These are shown to reduce to the standard solutions for the classical wave problems 
for the case 2 or 3 space variables. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Prior to the development of the theory of distributions and modern 
integral transform theory, the construction of solutions of even the most 
basic partial differential equations was often a tedious and circuitous affair. 
The case of the wave equation in 2n space variables is an excellent 
illustration. The standard procedure was to first solve an associated wave 
problem in 2n + 1 space variables and then project the solution down into 2n 
space. This approach carried the name “method. of descent,” which 
Hadamard [6] described as “he who can do more can do less.” A more 
satisfying approach would have been to start with solutions of one space 
dimensional problems and then build up to the higher dimensional case by 
some ascent technique. The tools of classical analysis did not appear to 
permit a natural development of this. However, if one uses some basic 
notions from continuous groups on Banach spaces along with results from 
related differential equations, one can develop an ascent method for abstract 
wave problems that yields precisely what one wishes for the classical wave 
problem. 
This paper will be concerned with such an ascent method. In Section 2, we 
set up the mathematical background and then state the basic result for the 
abstract wave problem 
qp= (A, +A,) W(t), WO+) = 4, W’(O+) = 0 
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in which A, and A, are the squares of group generators. This will then be 
applied to the classical 2 dimensional problem. The proof of the basic result 
will be given in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, we give the generalizations 
of this result for abstract wave problems and abstract 
Euler-Poisson Darboux problems that involve a sum of several operators. 
We also note the classical interpretation for the case of three generators. 
Throughout, it should be observed that the D’Alembert solution operator 
plays a key role in the classical case. 
Hersh [7] has developed solution representations for a class of abstract 
hyperbolic problems that includes the one given above as well as the 
generalized versions in Section 4 (also see [ 1 I). The representations he gives 
explicitly involve the Green’s functions for the classical partial differential 
equations. The representations we obtain have a different character and do 
not involve these Green’s functions. As noted above, the classical solutions 
and, hence, the classical fundamental solutions follow from these represen- 
tations by specializing the semi-group operators Ai. 
2. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 
Let X be a Banach space and let B, and B, be generators of continuous 
groups in X. Let A, = B: and A, = Bg . Then A, and A, generate 
holomorphic semi-groups in X [5]. We assume that (a) A, . A, = A, - A,, (b) 
the domain .@(A?) is dense in X for rj sufficiently large (j = 1,2), and (c) 
D = O(A’;‘) n .@(A?) is dense in X. Let G,(t) denote the group generated by 
B, and U”,(f) the semi-group generated by Ai (i = 1, 2). If 4 E g, then the 
following relationship holds [2, 51: 
U~,(f)d = (4nt)-“’ Irn e-““‘G,(t)4 dr, i= 1,2. (2.1) 
-cc 
This integral as well as the others in this paper will be interpreted in the 
strong Riemann sense. In terms of G,(t) we define the operator F(t) by 
T(t) = t [G,W + GA-01, i= 1,2. (2.2) 
From this and (2.1) we have 
s-“WA,( 1/(4s))d = n- 1’2 
I 
ot 
e-S”u-“2~(a”2)~ do. (2.3) 
0 
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In terms of the operators q(t), the abstract wave problems 
$ w/w = A, W,w, t > 0, 
j= 1,2, (2.4) 
wj("+) = #j? wj"(O+) = 0, 4jEE* 
have solutions of the form 
wj(f) = q(f) ’ #j* j= 1,2. 
With this background, we now state the main result: 
(2.5) 
THEOREM 1. Let W(t) denote the solution of the abstract wave problem 
$ W(t) = (A, +A,) W), t > 0, 
WO+) = $9 W”‘(O+) = 0, #Eg, 
with A, and A, as above. Then 
(2.7) 
In this, we understand that the operator -Y,(G) operates on the 
function Y2(&)q5 prior to carrying out the integration. The function W(t) 
has the alternative form 
W(t) = $ {+I’ (t2 - 12)-“2 
0 
X n/z T,(A cos O){T2(l sin 6)#} d0 1 I dA . P-8) 
Note. If we omit the derivative operator in (2.7) and (2.8), then the 
resulting function is the solution of (2.6) with initial conditions interchanged. 
For the classical wave problem, take A, = Df, A, = 0: and let 
4 =f(x, y) E C2. Now “y;(L sin 8) is the D’Alembert solution operator on y 
and q(1 cos 0) is the D’Alembert solution operator on x. Hence 
TV cos O)[“y;@ sin 8) .0x, Y)] 
= fTl(l cos e)[f(x, y + Iz sin e) + f(x, y - 1 sin e)] 
=$~~(xf~cosB,y*~sin8) 
505/38/3-8 
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in which the sum is extended over all possible combinations of +‘s and 
(four of them). The bracketed term in (2.8) then becomes 
I *2 
i 
I ( 
‘f(xflcos8,yfAsinf?) df3 
0 1 
= $ 
1 
2n f(x + A cos 0, y + A sin 8) de. 
0 
Introducing this into (2.8), we have 
With the changes of variables p =x + A cos 0, v = y + ), sin 0, this gives 
standard formula 
-‘S 
the 
[t’-(~-p)~-(y-v)~j-“~f(.w)&d~ 
I 
(2.9) 
in which the region of integration is the disk (x -,u)’ t (y - v)’ < t2. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The solution form (2.8) follows from (2.7) by the successive changes of 
variables of integration u = <sin* f? and <= 1’12. Hence, we need only 
establish (2.7). 
Now the solution u(t) of the abstract heat problem u’(t) = (A, t A2) u(t), 
t > 0; u(Ot) = Q is given by u(t) = LJA,+“*(f) . ( = U”,(t) . [ UA2(t)(] with the 
factorization of U A, +&) following by the commutativity of A r and A2 and 
the choice of d (see [8, pp. 327-3361). Hence, the solution m(t) of (2.6) with 
the initial conditions interchanged is defined by [2, 3 ] 
with 9; ’ denoting the inverse Laplace transform with t2 the variable of 
inversion. We will obtain p(t) by applying the convolution property of the 
transform to the last member of (3.1). 
Let v(s) = s-“‘U,,(l/(4s))$. From (2.3), we have 
y(s) = 7~~~‘~ 
I 
O” e-ruu-“2T2(u”2)# du. (3.2) 
0 
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The conditions on # permit us to apply (2.3) to (v(s) with j = 1. Thus we 
have 
S -“‘~“,(1/(4~))~S-“2~“t(lI(4~))~l 
= s-“‘v,,(l/(4s)) w(s) 
=R e-s’<- vy- 1 O” e-““~-‘~~~~(u~~)# da dt 
I 
-, * * =R 
II 
e -s(~+u)~-~2u-“2~~(~)[~2(u”2)~] dud<. (3.3) 
0 0 
The fourth member of this follows by using (3.2) to replace v(s) and the last 
member follows by rewriting the fourth integral as a double integral 
(invoking strong Riemann integrability). With the change of variables 
< + o = r in the last member of (3.3), that integral reduces to 
-1’2~t&=)[7(fi))] do/ dr. 
Finally, taking the inverse Laplace transform of this we obtain 
-“2~,(~)[~2(fi)#] do. (3.4) 
Since P;‘{s-“~}~~~ = 5 - “‘/fi, r(t) is now readily obtained from this and 
(3.4) by using the convolution property in (3.1) and replacing r by t*. Then 
(2.7) follows since IV(t) = (&Mt) m(r). 
Remark. A shorter symbolic development of (2.7) could be obtained 
from (3.1) by inverting each of sby2, ~-~~‘U,,(l/(4s)) and s-“‘U,,(1/(4s)) 
and then applying the convolution property. Thus (from (2.3)) 
4p;‘{s-“2u,,(1/(4s))}, = (7r7)-“2 T(h). 
Hence 
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with r replaced by t2 after carrying out the convolution. Our reason for 
avoiding this is that the above inversion of the operator s-“‘U,,(l/(4s)) has 
not been proved rigorously. Neither has the convolution property for 
operators. Our proofs shows, however, that (3.5) yields the correct result and 
we will use this quicker method in Section 4. 
4. SOME GENERALIZATIONS 
Just as in Section 2, let X be a Banach space, let B, be generators of 
continuous groups in X (i = 1, 2 ,,.., n), and let A, = Bf (i = 1, 2 ,..., n). We 
assume that the Ar’s commute under operator multiplication, that G9(AIi) is 
dense in X for ri sufficiently large (i = 1,2,..., n) and that CZ = fiy=, @(Aj’) 
is dense in X. As in Section 2, the abstract wave problem 
d2 W(t) 
yg--= 
WI+) = 4, wyO+) = 0, $E.@, 
has the solution 
Define the operator H(t) by 
I-z(t) * $ = if;’ 1 I”r [s-“2UA,(l/(4s))]# 1 . 
i=l s-t2 
From the remark at the end of Section 3, we have 
in which 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
It follows from this structure of H(h) that if H(G) corresponds to the 
operators A, ,..., A,, and fl(fi) corresponds to the operators A,, , ,..., A,, + m, 
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then H(G) * Z?(J) r corresponds to the operators A,, A, ,..., A,, n. Thus, 
ascent on the H operator is obtained by convolving two H operators. Using 
spherical angles 0;, &,..., B,,- , , the reader can show that 
H(f)#= 2”-‘p-2 n/2 .. . 
I I 
n/2 {qt cos e,) T2(t sin 8, cos e,) 
0 0 
. . -. . T<(t sin e, . . . sin en- ,)#} 
. sirF20, . . . sin8,...,de, . . . de,,-,. 
On the other hand, we have 
p9p;1{S(“-3U2}s4r = p-lyT) if n=2m+l 
= P-‘)(r) * (7x)- u2 if n = 2m. 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Using (4.4) and (4.6) along with the convolution property for inverse 
transforms, it follows from (4.2) that 
where we have replaced the variable r by t* and a/& by (1/2t) a/at. Omitting 
the f-derivative outside of the brackets in (4.7) provides a solution of (4.1) 
with the initial conditions interchanged there. 
Suppose we select n = 3, A, = Of., A, = D:, A, = Di and let # = f(x, y, z) 
withfE C2. The operators q in (4.4) again are the D’Alembert ype so that, 
using (4.5), we have 
H(l)4 = 3 j”* 1*12 (C f(x f t cos 8, , y f f sin 8, cos e2, 
0 0 
z f t sin 8, sin e,) 
1 
. sin 8, de, de,. 
In this, the sum is extended over the eight possible combinations of +‘s and 
-‘s. It is easy to see from this that 
H(t)4 = $ J: I’ f(x + r cos el, y + r sin 8, cos 8,) 
z + c sin e, sin e,) . t* sin 8, de, de,. 
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Now t2 sin 8, de, d0, is the element of surface area of a sphere of radius t 
centered at (x, y, 2). Changing to rectangular coordinates <,p, v of 
integration and using the first formula in (4.7) with m = 1, we get the 
classical Kirchoff formula 
in which S(X, y, z; t) is the sphere (x - 4)’ + (y -,u)’ + (z - v)~ = t2 and ds 
is the element of surface area. 
The abstract Euler-Poisson-Darboux problem is given by 
:F= ($, Ai) E(t), t > 0, 
(4.8) 
E(W) = $3 E’“(O+) = 0, @Eg, 
with the Ai and G? taken as in (4.1). Using related equation techniques, the 
solution of (4.8), for a > 0, is given by [3] 
a+1 E(t) = I- y-- ( ) t’-“4P;‘(s-((a+‘)‘2’UA,+. . . +“,(1/(4s))$}s+$ 
(4.9) 
= r (f+L) t’-%f;1 ~,(,-~-~)~2 (Jj s-“‘&(1/(4s))) bj&. 
Following the same general procedure as was used to obtain (4.7) from 
(4.2), we find that 
W(a + 1m 
Ew = r((a + 1 - n)/2) c’-a I 
’ (t2 - u~)‘~-‘-““~ a[H(o)@] do 
o 
if a + 1 > n, 
if 
n-a-l 
2 
= m, m = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
(t2 - u2)“-’ a[H(o)(] da 
if 
n-u-l 
2 
=m-v,m=1,2,3 ,..., andO<v<l. (4.10) 
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